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Why afor
Best
Masterplan?
project
outcomes

In 2014 and 2015 the Coatesville School Board of Trustees asked teachers, parents and the community for feedback on learning priorities.
This feedback has been used to inform a revised vision and strategy for the school in the form of a School Charter (available on the school
website).
One area of feedback was on the school’s physical learning environment, where there is a clear desire to provide new and/or upgraded learning
facilities for students. These include: a recreation centre; year round open field facilities; and an upgrade to the school’s playgrounds.
The school has a defined footprint we need to work within. This can pose challenges when trying to accommodate multiple uses in the space
we have available. There are also, logistical and funding constraints that need to be understood to enable us to make informed decisions on
how best to spend our limited financial budget.
This document tells us we are not in a position to do everything we want to do at the same time. It sets out a ‘Masterplan’ we hope will guide
future decisions for the school. It also outlines the reasons we need to prioritise the investments we all would like to make. It is not a binding
document that commits this Board, or future Boards, to a timeline of investment. Its purpose is to inform ongoing discussion and decisionmaking as we look to invest in the next 100 years of Coatesville School.
The Board of Trustees would like to thank Petar Milivojevic,Kusay George and Tom Houliston from GHD for their support, ideas and technical
advice when helping to draft this Masterplan. It is a great step to have all of the available information we have on our school environment in
one document.

Coatesville Board of Trustees 2015
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Introduction
n
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Introduction
Coatesville Primary School future development provides the opportunity
to foster and strengthen a greater sense of community and connection.
Future additions to the school present a great possibility to enhance these
objectives through careful consideration of massing and location, as well as
providing opportunities to address the existing issues associated with the
school’s planning.
In terms of locating new facilities there is the possibility to build on existing
connections. Established links, such as the area around the main entrance
of the school, are ideal zones for investigating the integration of more public
aspects of the school. Locating public activity generators, such as the hall,
in these areas of existing activity could be a way of strengthening existing
connections and creating a new ‘heart’ for the school community.
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There is the opportunity to position new facilities in a more compact manner
in order to reduce walking distances between destinations and make the
overall circulation of the school more efficient. The school’s circulation could
be reviewed with the aim of clarifying overall way finding. Opportunities
for shelter should also be considered for connected external and internal
circulation routes to provide greater protection from the elements.
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The design and location of new facilities should complement the existing built
scale and landscaping to reinforce the school’s identity and its rich history.
The country side character of the school may be in time compromised
by expansion of Auckland, so the rural identity of the school is not a goal
worth investing in Coatesville School turns 100 next year and a group of
dedicated parents, staff and community members are planning a serious of
appropriate events to celebrate this milestone.
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Site Analysis

Environmental
Sun - The classrooms have a good all year round access to sunlight. Porch
areas on some classrooms allow for shaded outdoor space on a smaller
scale. Generally, learning spaces are disconnected from easy access to
outdoor spaces and there is limited opportunity for indoor/ outdoor activities.
There is a lack of shading elements for general outdoor learning or play in
summer which was addressed by installation of shading cloths.
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Wind - The majority of school teaching spaces and the two playgrounds are
exposed to the prevailing south westerlies and easterly winds.
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Rain - The lack of covered circulation space between facilities around the
school makes access between these areas difficult in wet weather.

un
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Outlook - Due to the spread out arrangement of school facilities most of the
spaces have favourable views onto green or open spaces.
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South West
Prevailing Winds
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Site Analysis

Pedestrian & Traffic Circulation
A single pedestrian entrance addresses Mahoneui Valley Road, which is
the main access to the school for both the school community and visitors.
Access to the reception area for visitors could be reinforced through a
stronger articulation of this key arrival route.

n

Overall the school lacks any clear hierarchy of circulation routes.
Pedestrian movement is influenced by limited access ( to and from the
School centre) and a lack of distinguishable pathways, other than the entry.
Students are lead to and from the centre of the school as there are no
defined routes between classrooms or alternative entry/exit.
Overall way finding is difficult as sight lines are hindered by the disjointed
massing and location of school buildings. There is a lack of provision for wet
weather access due to the nature of the long externalised circulation paths
which are exposed to the elements.
Communal facilities used by all students are grouped together to form the
heart of the school. The auxiliary spaces of the administration and reception
area are grouped together near the staff parking
Classroom spaces are dispersed throughout the school with varying degrees
of proximity to the communal facilities.
The school is keen to encourage better transport options - a higher use of
buses would make an impact on the energy usage of the school community.
Most children are being brought to the school in individual cars and options
to car pool or put on another shuttle or bus would be considered. This is
impacted by eligibility criteria for bus pick-ups and this should be reviewed.
The school is trying to engage with Auckland Transport in order to secure
a pedestrian crossing which will improve safety on Mahoneui Valley Road.

Vehicle Movement
Restricted Vehicle
Movement
Pedestrian Movement
Restricted Pedestrian
Movement
Local School Bus
Bus Stop & Assoicated
Unsheltered Waiting Space
Parking/Drop Off Area
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Site Analysis

District Plan Controls:

n

Rodney Section of the Auckland Council District Plan
Zone:
		
Countryside Living Rural
Map:			
31 Insert Map 99
Overlays:		
Designation 331
The requiring authority for this designation is Ministry of Education for the
purposes of Coatesville Primary School. Unable to locate any conditions this
designation has and need to check with council. It is very likely that there are
no conditions being an old designation.
The school site is designated for educational activities, and has its own
development standards, normal District Plan development standards do not
apply.
The underlying zoning for the site is Countryside Living Rural.
Any activities on the site which are not for educational purposes would be
required to comply with the District Plan controls
Community facilities would be assessed according to their impact regarding
traffic and noise generation primarily. As these do not meet the District Plan
designation criteria, any development of community facilities on the site
would require a Resource Consent.
Any development on the site for educational purposes will require submission
of an Outline Plan. This should be prepared in consultation with Auckland
Coucil planning department.
One option for the development of the site is to confirm finalised Master Plan
containing relevant information (eg. finalised building footprints and heights)
to be submitted as an alteration to the designation and incorporated into the
District Plan.
Subsequent development on the site in line with the master plan will then
be consented on the basis of a waiver, minimising risk to the development
process.
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Site Analysis

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan:

n

Zoning:		
School
Overlays:
Infrastructure Designation, ID 4562, Education Purposes,
		Primary School
Built Environment, additional subdivision controls, south Rodney
countryside living 2ha
Treaty Settlement Layer, Area of Interest (non-statutory)
Macroinvertebrate Community Index (non-statutory)
The purpose is educational, primary school (0-8 years) and standard
conditions for all MoE

Key:
Public Open Space - Sport & Active Recreation
Special Purpose - School Designation
Countryside Living
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Site Analysis
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Site Analysis
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School History

Tree Planting at Jubilee

Saturday Luncheon, 75th Jubilee

Coatesville School, 1991

Tree Planting at 75th Jubilee

Folk Dancing, 75th Jubilee

Coatesville School, 1940
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Goals & Vision

The Principal, with the support of the school Board of Trustees, has set out a
vision and strategy for Coatesville School based on feedback received from
teachers, students, parents and the community through 2014 and 2015.
This strategy (or School Charter) can be found on the school’s website. The
goals set out here for our physical learning environment are a reflection of
this strategy.

1 -Community Connections
In the March 2015 survey the Rec Centre has come in as the top priority
for the school environment and to support learning. This project is now at
a critical stage as half the funds have been raised. It is hoped this can be a
major player in the events planned to celebrate the school centenary.
The school utilises its swimming pool as an indispensable asset. The pool
belongs to the council and it has been leased to the school for another 35
years. The community currently use the pool outside school hours and the
school should seek the opportunity to work with the community to fundraise
from this shared asset. The annual cost of maintaining the pool is around
$10,000 P/A, out of which 90% is generated through key selling to the
public. A covered pool is the best option for the school and community as
this would result in much higher utilisation. With the recent enclosing of the
Albany Pool, this option will not happen any time soon.

hardware.
The school wants technology to be visible and
used as a tool for learning - rather than being the
focus of the learning. There is a desire to provide
wireless technology to allow for flexibility and
greater connectivity between different areas of the
school.
The school is determined that best environmental
practice underpins all decision making and is
embedded in the master planning document. The
children at the school have a strong connection
to nature as evidenced in the way they perceive
their school. A Master plan should celebrate this
and extend this thinking to all aspects of the site
development.
Coatesville Primary school is a country school and
the grounds and landscape around it are beautiful.

Views should be maintained and connections to
the exterior should be enhanced.
Future site planning must be guided by
environmental considerations of orientation,
passive solar, indoor outdoor connections and
outdoor learning spaces

3 – Innovative Learning Spaces
The school is ready to embrace modern learning
practices. By working collaboratively the teachers
at the school believe they can deliver better learning
outcomes and a richer learning environment.
The current configuration of classrooms as cellular
blocks makes this very difficult and the school see
the need for new learning spaces as critical. The
core educational objectives of the school are:
academic, musical and sporting.

Also, as there is no public library in Coatesville, the school might be
interested in exploring the idea of providing library facilities for use by the
wider community.

2 - Contemporary School
The school is proud of its rural heritage as one of the oldest country schools
but don’t want to be perceived as an archaic, isolated or unsophisticated
school. The School want to be seen to be embracing modern technology and
to be providing teaching for future thinkers in modern learning environments.
Therefore, board of trustees has raised $40,000 for I.T upgrades, mostly for
GHD | Coatesville School Masterplan | 12

Goals & Vision

The school is currently struggling to provide specialist learning environments
for technology, cooking and science. As part of a master plan for the school
these resources could be provided and a strategy for their provision as part
of the modern learning environment agreed with the school.

n
5

10

6

4

4 - Heart of School
Spatial, emotive and community ‘heart’ of the school can be used to create
a sense of community by defining a common space. This then can begin to
provide a significant learning environment outside of the teaching spaces.
School buildings are currently dispersed and disconnected; concentrating
spaces around a heart will encourage staff and pupil amenity interaction.
This space can also provide the opportunity to embed stories that are
significant to the school community through landscaping elements, hard
paving, patterns, motifs, further enhancing the sense of identity and
belonging for the school community.

9
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4
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The Board has already recognised this need by recently providing the new
shade sail outside of Room 1 and initiating the development of the play area
around old oak tree. We also understand that there was a discussion about
seating / table options under the shade cloth and replacing the seating
outside Rooms 2 & 3.

4
8

4

Key:
1. 		
Proposed Rec Centre
		(Location TBC)
2.		
Field Drainage
3.		
Septic Relocaiton
4.		
New Playgrounds
5.		
Bus Stop Shelter

6.		
7.		
8.		
9.		
10.		

Parking & Access
Pre-Fab Classroom Upgrade
Head Office Re-Roofing
Traffic Calming
Street Presence/Frontage

7
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Immediate Goals

Septic Relocation Options and Drainage
To the north of the school buildings, there is a relatively flat area of playing
fields that is predominantly grass. Mature trees are located along the eastern
site boundary and there are other trees and shrubs located throughout the
school grounds. The site is generally flat slightly sloping from the north to
the south of the site. Wastewater generated from the school is serviced
by a primary treatment plant (located to the north of the school buildings),
discharging treated effluent to ground via conventional gravity trenches.
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GWE has recommended that the irrigation fields are located along the
eastern site boundary in the mature native trees (marked as Option 1) and
the balance of the fields can be located along the northern site boundary.
This area can be vegetated with trees and shrubs. This so called “forest”
area is very popular among the children and it has been designated to be
one of the themed play areas. If it is to be used for septic system, it is
likely that Council will require this area to be fenced and sign posted to
prevent access from children. The other option is to thrust wastewater to
the unutilised neighbouring site (marked as Option 2) where it can be safely
dispersed. We are strongly recommending this option. For its realisation,
School needs to obtain consent from the land owner (Council), land user and
the Territorial Authority. Only after this on-site wastewater disposal issue is
resolved, other issues, such are sport field drainage and playground layouts
can be addressed.
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The existing disposal system (approximately 240m ) is located to the north
of the site and during prolonged wet weather the land within this area is
often waterlogged, with areas of breakout detected. As the existing disposal
trenches have failed, there is a potential environmental and public health risk.
Therefore, a new modern treatment system is required. The new system
would have to be based on a number of 300 staff/pupils, and Wastewater
Consultants GWE has undertaken a preliminary concept design.
2

*

With Tertiary UV Treatment
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Immediate
Best
for project
Goals
outcomes
Traffic, Parking and Transport Safety
The school shares a stretch of road with a number of other community
facilities (hall, school and community pool, and recreational reserve) as well
as private properties. Demand for parking in the area is at a premium at
times particularly during events or in the mornings and at the end of the
school day when students are dropped off or picked up by parents or are
using the school bus services. The safety of our students at all times is of the
utmost importance for the school Board of Trustees, teachers and parents.
There have been a number of incidents involving vehicles that have had the
potential to seriously harm students. There is also an ongoing demand for
existing parking spaces and the misuse of allocated areas for buses or other
forms of public transport.
The safety of our students around buses, vehicles, public pedestrians,
horses and bikes all need to be considered in our school environment. This
is an area that requires further investigation and consultation with teachers,
parents and the community. We have started to look at possible alternatives
and early discussions have been had with Auckland Transport on options to
make the school and immediate areas around the school safer for students.
This potentially could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A pedestrian crossing
Use of bollards or barriers to stop vehicles entering the school or
any risk areas.
Additional car parking
Signage
Review of waiting areas for bus use
A remodelling of the drop-off areas for both parents and bus 		
users, as well as a new entrance to the school (see picture as an
example for ongoing discussion).
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Immediate
Best
for project
Goals
outcomes
Year Round Use of the Field
There is a strong desire from students, teachers and parents to
provide fields for the school that can be open all year around.
Only after the on-site wastewater disposal issue has been
resolved will we be able to upgrade the field to offer a playing
area with sufficient drainage to allow year round use. Quotes
have been received to upgrade the field and these are included
within a long-term budget.
The aim is to be able to provide a multi-use field that can
accommodate a mix of summer and winter sporting and learning
activities including cricket, soccer, hockey, rugby and athletics.
It is also important that the field is maintained for specific school
and community events such as Agricultural Day (Ag Day).
Another consideration is how the field interacts with the rest
of the existing and planned school environment. The planned
Recreation Centre should integrate with the school field and we
should plan to keep the connection between the courts, bank
area (which is well used for seating and flow during events like
Ag Day) and the field. The desire is also to provide facilities for
parents to have clear line of sight to students who use the field
during pick-up and drop-offs. Covered and non-covered seating
and meeting areas are proposed as part of the recreation centre
development.
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Immediate Goals

Playground Strategy & Future Tree Planting

n

Only after the on-site wastewater disposal issue has been successfully
resolved, play areas layout can be confirmed. Mature trees are located
along the eastern site boundary was planted in 1991 to commemorate 75
years of the school establishment. This so called “forest” area (marked 6)
is very popular among the students and it has been designated to be one
of the themed play areas. In order to achieve this, the alternative site for
new septic system has to be found (refer to Option 2 at the previous page).
The other physical factor can be erection of new Recreational Centre on the
location of existing playground. Instead of simply relocating the playground
elsewhere, there is an opportunity to create number of “challenging’
and “passive” play areas to suite the taste and nature of each and every
child. The good example of challenging play area would be a mature oak
tree environment (marked 4) in the proximity of reception building which
offers a perfect tree house setting. Other examples of active play areas
are performance art stages, various social spaces, flying foxes etc. As
oppose to that, passive play areas should enable more focused, productive
environment with opportunity for children to drift away in the fantasy lands
of their own.
We assume that the 100 years celebration occasion will be used to plant
more trees for future generations. We have indicated zones where new
donated trees can be planted. Within the same zone we are envisaging new
play and social interaction areas. It has been recognised that playgrounds
are generating good community connections between the parents, hence
strategic positioning of playground near the main school entrance (marked
1).

1.

2.

6.

3.
5.

4.

Future Tree Planting
Existing Playground
Location
Potential Playground
Sites
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Immediate Goals

Rec Centre - Bulk and Location

For the desired functionality for the hall, a structure 26m long, 20m wide and
8m high is required for the desired functionality for the school. In the context
of the wider school campus, this is a large building. Careful consideration
needs to be given to siting the building, such that it fits in well with the
existing school building scale.
A bulk and location study has been undertaken to investigation possible
options for the school hall.
These options are represented graphically in the images opposite.
The key priorities for the location of the hall are as follows:
• A location that does not dominate the rest of the school buildings
• Is located in an area that is the cost effective to construct (ie ideally not
on a slope).
• Limits the impact on existing amenities (ie does not reduce the size of
the playing fields, limit impact on existing trees etc).
A preferred location has been selected adjacent to room 8, in the location of
the current junior playground. This seen as the best location for the following
reasons:
• Is located next to the only two level building in the school, so the extra
height of the hall fits in with the scale of the existing adjacent building.
• Is located to side of the site, where is less likely to dominate the site.
• There is limited impact on the rest of the school buildings and
infrastructure
• The playing field in un-affected
• The site is flat, making the construction of the simpler.
• The large front elevation to the road is softened by large existing trees.
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Recreation Centre
Options

Preferred Option

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4
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Reference Project Images

rent school campus consist of low rise,
c style construction consisting largely of
oofing, weather board wall cladding, with
verandas.

The new Hall would ideally fit in well with this
existing context, mirroring many of the features and
building styles that are already present at the
Context
school.
The current school campus consist of low rise,
domestic style construction consisting largely of
metal roofing, weather board wall cladding, with
covered verandas.

Rec Centre Vision

Scope
• An indoor space for assemblies, sports and drama, is a need that has
been identified for the school for some time. As part of the school’s
centenary celebrations, the board of trustees is looking to unveil a
Centenary School and Community Centre. A multi-purpose indoor
venue that can be used during wet weather, for sports and after school
activities, for show casing performing arts, concerts and shows.

Shown below are some images of various primary
school gymnasiums from around the world for
reference. There is a range of quality shown, with
some showing only part height wall finishes and
exposed
wall
and
ceiling
insulation
withwith
no linings.
The new
Hall
would
ideally
fit in well
this
existing context, mirroring many of the features and
building styles that are already present at the
school.

A range of finishes is possible to still providing a
good, functional space for the school.
Reference Project Images
Shown below are some images of various primary
school gymnasiums from around the world for
reference. There is a range of quality shown, with
some showing only part height wall finishes and
exposed wall and ceiling insulation with no linings.

Function
In order to achieve the functionality outlined above,
the main hall is proposed to be 15.6m wide and
26m long (405m2). This allows for a junior sized
basketball court with suitable clearance around the
sides, approximately 460 people seated in front of
a stage for performances, or approximately 290
people seated a table of 10 for a gala style dinner.

Objectives
• Completed ready for opening ceremony on or before September 2016
Precedents
• House a maximum of 500 people seated, with a removable stage for Shown below are some images of various primary
performances
school gymnasiums from around the world for
• Is large enough to house a junior sized basketball court
reference. There is a range of quality shown, with
• Is as sympathetic as possible to the rest of the school
some showing only part height wall finishes and
• Easily accessible in poor weather
exposed wall and ceiling insulation with no linings.
• Provides the base facilities with the opportunity for expansion, the A range of finishes is possible to still providing a
principle objective is to get a basic and useable building constructed, good, functional space for the school.
albeit not 100% perfect on day one.
Is affordable, achievable, and a starting point, capable of the following in the Context
future:
The current school campus consist of low rise,
• Insulation and acoustic lining
domestic style construction consisting largely of
• Timber flooring
metal roofing, weather board wall cladding, with
covered verandas.
• Lined ceilings
• Kitchen, additional teaching spaces and changing room additions
The new Hall would ideally fit in well with this
What is it not:
existing context, mirroring many of the features
• Whilst available to the larger community it is not a community project or
and building styles that are already present at the
a community hall, it is primarily a school project and a school hall
Coatesville School Centenary Hall Project - PROJECT BRIEFschool.
Page 3
• Whilst provision will be made to upgrade, it will be a very basic hall in
the first stage
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A range
good, fu

What to fund
going forward?
The purpose of this Masterplan is to help inform funding priorities over the
next decade (or two) as we look to prepare our school for the next 100 years.
The priorities set out in this document are based on feedback received from
teachers, parents, students and the community over the last two years.
Some key priorities have already been incorporated into the School’s threeyear Charter from which the Board sets an annual plan and budget at the
end of each calendar year. These include:
• $100,000 to upgrade the school fields so they can be used year round
by students
• $300,000 towards the $650,000 needed to start building a recreation
centre to support learning, sports, drama and to enable students to
interact more fully with parents and the Coatesville community.
• $75,000 to upgrade playground equipment
• $100,000 to upgrade the wastewater system
Other items discussed in this masterplan that have yet to be costed and
allocated funding include:
• Additional playgrounds
• Heating and ventilation for classrooms
• Ongoing maintenance to school buildings
• School pool maintenance
• Heating for the school pool
• Updating the school frontage
• Transport safety solutions
It is estimated that the School would need well over $1 million to fund all
of the initiatives outlined in this document. Whilst the Ministry of Education
supports ongoing maintenance of their buildings and assets, including
classrooms and water and wastewater systems, many of the identified
priorities fall outside the Ministry’s funding parameters.
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What to fund
going forward?
What money do we have available to fund projects and where does
it come from?
Our school income is generated through a number of funding streams: Firstly,
from the Ministry of Education. The MoE funds an operational grant which
pays for the day to day running of the school, teachers’ salaries, curriculum
provision and property maintenance. The property maintenance grant can
only be used for Ministry owned buildings and may include painting school
buildings, ground maintenance and swimming pool maintenance. In addition
to this, the Ministry negotiates a 5 Year Agreement (5 YA) with the Board in
advance to cover capital funding. This can be used to upgrade, modernise
or replace existing buildings. It does not cover new buildings or extensions
to existing buildings. For example, for Coatesville School, it could not be
used to build a Recreation Centre.
Secondly, from the school and wider community through school donations
and fundraising ventures organised by our dedicated Parent and Friends
Association (PFA).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade of the school courts
The introduction of outdoor teaching spaces
New playground equipment
Mathletics program
STEPS program for children with learning needs
Increased provision of teacher aide hours

The ongoing contribution that parents and others in the
community make, and the impact this has on the School,
should not be underestimated. In fact, it is vital.
Currently, Coatesville School is in a healthy position to begin
to fund projects, with over $700,000 of savings available.
These funds have accumulated through the hard work of
parents and members of the community over many years.
Income

Thirdly, from interest on our investments.
Each year, school donations, funds raised by the PFA and earnings from
interest amount to more than $100,000 (see financial summary tables).
Without this money, we would struggle to provide the wide ranging curriculum
and activities we currently offer students. Over the last three years these
contributions have helped pay for:
•
•

IT equipment upgrades. In 2015, $40,000 was spent to upgrade
hardware that included chromebooks and ipads for use across the
School and a number of large TV monitors.
Additional teaching salaries over and above what the Ministry of
Education fund. For example, last year, the Board of Trustees budgeted
$25,000 for additional teaching salaries. In 2016 the Board agreed an
additional $15,000.

While the Board is keen to spend
some of this money on much needed
priority projects we have also decided
that in order to effectively and
responsibly run Coatesville School we
need more than $100,000 in savings
as a contingency to manage any
emergencies.

Ministry of Education funding
Interest on investments
Net trading income
School donations
PFA fundraising
Other donations
Total income

Expenditure
Personnel
Property management
Learning expenses
Administration
Depreciation & Loss on
Disposal
Total expenditure

Net Surplus (Deficit)

2015
1,544,345
28,328
42,004
71,833
30,593
436
1,717,539

2015

2014
1,605,654
32,567
52,265
73,029
27,295
501
1,791,311

2014

2013

Furthermore, the Board does not
want to forgo investments already
made to support learning, including
supplementing salaries so that we
can have additional teaching staff.
This means our focus needs to shift
to how we can maximise efforts to
fundraise for our school.

1,623,787
28,007
36,544
68,068
54,174
2,398
1,812,978

2013

1,044,276
388,007
72,907
128,672
71,135

1,112,962
372,610
96,455
119,275
68,201

1,152,346
381,661
82,800
116,984
73,351

1,704,997

1,769,503

1,807,142

12,542

9,259

21,808
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What to fund
going forward?

$300k

11 years

$50k P.A Fundraising

Mt Cook Option ( $850k)

7 years

10 years

$25k P.A Fundraising

Albany Hill Option ( $650k)

4 years

6 years
11 years

Rec. Centre

$375k

The Board and the schools fundraising coordinator would welcome
all suggestions and offers of support for ongoing efforts to raise
funds for these important projects that will help prepare our school
for the next 100 years.

Immediate Golas

$225k

$75k Playground
$40k IT Upgrade
$60k Field Drainage

Cont.

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

$100k Contingency

2016

$100k

$100k Septic System

2015

One step the Board has taken is to fund a fundraising position for
the school. The purpose of this role is to help lift the amounts of
sponsorship or money received from grants or businesses to help
fund key projects.

Mt Everest Option ( $1150k)

$200k

There are a number of ways we can increase funds coming into
the school. These include:
• Continued and expanded support of the Parents and Friends
Association (PFA)
• Increasing school donations
• Focused effort to seek sponsorship and grants

$75k P.A Fundraising

$650k

How fast can we fund everything we want?
The answer to this comes down to how fast we can raise any
additional funds each year (see funding figure). Income from
investments (over $20,000 per year) will diminish when these
investments are used to fund projects so we also need to make
up this shortfall.
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Stoneﬁelds School in Auckland by Jasmax

Stonefields School in Auckland by Jasmax

Modern Learning Environments (MLE):
Flexible, open learning spaces

Modern Learning Environments (MLE):
Flexible, open learning spaces
Stonefields School in Auckland is made up of a series of ‘Learning Hubs’
which are large shared classroom spaces surrounded by breakout spaces
that offer students a range of different learning activities: digital making, quiet
and reading space, and so on. Because up to three teachers share a hub,
the collaboration that takes place means students have access to a range
of teacher strengths.
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series of ‘Learning Hubs’ which are large shared
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learning activities: digital making, quiet and
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place means students have access to a range of
teacher strengths.

Maximum relationship between each
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Great indoor / outdoor connection
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PROS of Courtyard option
•
Maximum relationship between each
learning space
•
Great indoor / outdoor connection
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Stoneﬁelds School in Auckland by Jasmax

Pros

Modern Learning Enviro
Flexible, open learning

Stoneﬁelds School in Auckland is made up of a
series of ‘Learning Hubs’ which are large shared
classroom spaces surrounded by breakout
spaces that offer students a range of different
learning activities: digital making, quiet and
reading space, and so on. Because up to three
teachers share a hub, the collaboration that takes
place means students have access to a range of
teacher strengths.
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•
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Less flexibility of internal space therefore
Between teachers to collaborate
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PROS of Courtyard option
•
Maximum relationship between each
learning space
•
Great indoor / outdoor connection
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CONS of Courtyard option
•
Less ﬂexibility of internal space therefore
between teachers to collaborate

Tai Tapu School - Masterplan Report
06 December 2013 Rev E
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MLE Environments - Axo view of classroom block
School facade, courtyard and ﬁeld
Site plan
External view of the courtyard spaces
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Elim School Junior Campus in Auckland by
Jasmax
Elim School Junior Campus in Auckland by
Jasmax
This vibrant scheme that encompassed over 30

Elim School Junior Campus in Auckland by Jasmax
This vibrant scheme that encompassed over 30 classrooms, a full - size
rugby field, playgrounds and sophisticated learning technology. Desert
coloured brick in three different tones adorns the school’s exterior facade,
while walls within the campus are painted vivid primary colours. Between the
brightly coloured classrooms is a courtyard dotted with palm trees and an
adventure playground laid with blue 01and orange artificial turf.

02

01

02

Adjoining classrooms can be opened up or closed off to one another creating
flexible learning spaces, and all of the furniture is on wheels so classrooms
can be reconfi gured to suit the teachers and students needs. Technology
has also been a focus and full use will be made of IT communications, such
as wi-fi , so students stay “mobile but connected”.
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01
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with 170 pupils and now has 540.
The open plan layout of the building allowed
teachers to work more collaboratively together
and focus on each other’s strengths to teach
the pupils and allows pupils to take more
responsibility for their own learning and using
their initiative.
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PROS of Cluster option
•
Flexible MLE Spaces that opens up to
sheltered outdoor space
•
Great indoor / outdoor connection
•
Can easily be retroﬁtted into a barn space
allowing connection to all areas of the
classroom

Clearvie
CONS of Cluster option
•
Playground is not able to be incorporated
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Clearview School in Christchurch by Jasmax
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Children learning in Clearview School’s most modern classrooms do not
have their own desks. They sit on the floor, on bean bags, ottomans, or
at tall desks with whiteboard surfaces they can write on. Classrooms are
known as teaching spaces and children are not confined to the four walls of
a traditional room.

3D plan of classroom block
External view of classroom block (different colour)
External view of classroom block (different colour)
Floor plan of classroom cluster
External render view of the classroom block
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Clearview School in Rolleston opened in 2010 with 170 pupils and now has
540. The open plan layout of the building allowed teachers to work more
collaboratively together and focus on each other’s strengths to teach the
04
pupils and allows pupils to take more responsibility for their own learning
28
and using their initiative.
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Clearview School in Christchurch by Jasmax
Children learning in Clearview School’s most
modern classrooms do not have their own desks.
They sit on the ﬂoor, on bean bags, ottomans,
or at tall desks with whiteboard surfaces they
can write on. Classrooms are known as teaching
spaces and children are not conﬁned to the four
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a traditional
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Clearview School in Rolleston opened in 2010
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with 170 pupils and
has 540.
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The open plan layout of the building allowed
teachers to work more collaboratively together
and focus on each other’s strengths to teach
the pupils and allows pupils to take more
responsibility for their own learning and using
their initiative.
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Flexible MLE Spaces that opens up to sheltered outdoor space
Great indoor / outdoor connection
Can easily be retrofitted into a barn space allowing connection to all
areas of the classroom

PROS of Cluster option
•
Flexible MLE Spaces that opens up to
sheltered outdoor space
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•
Can easily be retroﬁtted into a barn space
allowing connection to all areas of the
classroom
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CONS of Cluster option
Clearview School in Christchurch
by Jasmax
•
Playground is not able to be incorporated
03

Playground is not able to be incorporated

Children learning in Clearview School’s most
modern classrooms do not have their own desks.
They sit on the ﬂoor, on bean bags, ottomans,
or at tall desks with whiteboard surfaces they
can write on. Classrooms are known as teaching
spaces and children are not conﬁned to the four
walls of a traditional room.
Clearview School in Rolleston opened in 2010
with 170 pupils and now has 540.
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The open plan layout of the building
allowed
Tai Tapu School - Masterplan Report
06 Decembertogether
2013 Rev E
teachers to work more collaboratively
and focus on each other’s strengths to teach
the pupils and allows pupils to take more
responsibility for their own learning and using
their initiative.
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Hobsonville Primary School in Auckland by
ASC Architects
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A cutting edge primary school has just opened in the outer Auckland
growth suburb of Hobsonville Point. The team has collaborated to produce
a pedagogy responsive plan shaped as a connected indoor street with
a mix of open and defined learning spaces. Key sustainability features
01
include rainwater harvesting to provide the school with all its grey water
01
requirements. All heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting are automatically
controlled through a building management system that responds to levels of
daylight and occupancy in different parts of the building.

01

This project incorporated as much natural daylight into the building as
possible by clearglazing approximately 45% of the roof area with daylight
strips to provide and distribute natural light whilst minimising glare. The full
extent of this means that over 74% of the UFA (usable floor area) exceeds
the 2.5% daylight factor required.
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Most flexible MLE option
Unites the whole school
Provides opportunity for large scale spaces
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Hingaia Peninsula School in Auckland by
Brewer Davidson Architects
The studios at Hingaia Peninsula School are shared by three teachers and
are composed of a central space which is surrounded by several breakout
spaces which act as ‘caves’ and ‘campfires’.
A student working centrally in the hub has access to private study space,
digital production space (including greenscreen) and group collaboration
space. Teachers are able to truly combine classes and arrange learning
according to student needs and interest. With learning studios designed to
cater for 75 children and three teachers.

01

01

01

02

02

01
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04
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Financial Forecasting Option 1

$10k Per Month Raised for Rec Centre
$5k Per Month For Other Than Rec
Centre

$300

$310

$320

$330

$340

$350

$360

$370

$380

$390

$400

$410

$420
$400k
$300k

$330k

$40k IT Upgrade

$430k

$75k Playground

$330k

$300k

$300k

$300k

$300k

$300k

$300k

$65k

$65k

$65k

$65k

$65k

$65k

$300k
$140k

$65k Contingency

$300k

$300k
$180k

Rec Centre Funding
Other Goals

$140k

$300k
$180k

$300k

Existing Funds Raised

$300k

$300k

$5k Per Month MoE Maintenance Budget

$210

$100k

$100k
$135

$190

$200k

$145

$155

$165

$200

$175

$200k

$180

$220

$300k

$150k Feild Drainage

$400k

Oct*

Sep

Jul

Aug

* 100 year Jubilee

The predicted growth for the Coatesville Primary School in next 10-20 years is up to the total number of 300 students. As the
School already has capacity to cater for 210-300 students it is unrealistic to expect additional funding from the Ministry for the
role growth. At the moment, 40% of the students are residing outside of the school zone, which is also indication of extensive
period of time required to fill-out existing school capacities. Nevertheless, with ongoing trend of Auckland spreading northwards,
it is inevitable in the long term that school will expand its capacity.

Jun

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

$350

Dec

Oct

Nov

$340

$100k Septic
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